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POLSKIE RADIO WNVR 1030AM, WRDZ 1300AM AND 104.7FM, 107.1FM (“The Station”) is the 

oldest full-time Polish-language radio station in Chicago, serving the Polish American community 

since the 80s.  Over the years it has become the #1 source of news and information for the 

Polish-speaking public, offering programming that informs, educates and explains the American 

reality to the Polish-speaking immigrants.  With weekly shows providing expert advice and Q&A 

sessions for the listeners, the station helps the Polish-speaking public to become a part of the 

main-stream and encourages them to actively participate in their new communities through both 

service and politics – on local and national level.

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

The following is a list of public and community affairs covered and public services offered to the 

Polish-speaking listeners of the area by WNVR 1030AM WRDZ 1300 AM and 104.7 107.1 FM 

from October 1st to December 31st, 2019:

1. Cultural affairs

2. Health

3. Finance

4. Education

5. Immigration Issues 

6. Jobs

7. Charity

8. Religion

9. Senior Citizen Care                                                                                                    

10. Crime prevention

 

WNVR 1030AM WRDZ 1300 AM and 104.7 FM 107.1 FM produces and airs programs, news and 

information segments in following categories:

1. International News and Reports

2. National News and Reports

3. State and Regional News and Reports

4. Local News and Reports

5. Sports – local, national and international 

6. Business and Finance

7. Entertainment and Culture – both general market and Polish American

8. Children programming



 

The main goal of WNVR 1030AM WRDZ 1300 AM and 104.7 FM 107.1 FM is to air programs 

which cover issues important to the Polish American community in Chicago and surrounding 

areas – those that inform the public of current affairs and those which enrich their lives and help 

to cultivate Polish traditions, highlight Polish culture and language and promote achievements of 

Polish Americans in all aspects of life, including education, sport, art and culture.

To this end WNVR 1030AM WRDZ 1300 AM and 104.7 FM 107.1 FM airs programming which:

 Promotes Polish-language cultural events including pop, folk and classical music 

concerts, theatre performances, movie screenings organized by various Illinois-based 

Polish American entertainment enterprises, including the European Cultural Foundation, 

Chopin Theatre, Society for Arts, the Paderewski Symphony Orchestra, the Copernicus 

Foundation, the Scena Polonia, the Little Stars Children Theatre, Up-to-Sound, as well as 

various Polish-language productions organized by the Polish Saturday Schools and 

Polish churches.

 Informs the Polish-speaking audience of changes in laws and regulations which are 

important to the Polish American community in many facets of their lives.  Throughout the 

quarter our station hosted: representatives of the Polish American Association explaining 

various changes to immigrations rules and regulations which are important to the people 

in the community; representatives of Polish American Contractors and Builders 

Association talking about various changes in laws and regulations affecting those 

purchasing, remodeling and/or building their homes and promoting OSHA training 

sessions organizes for the Polish-speaking contractors; representatives of the Polish 

American Chamber of Commerce talking about changes in tax laws for 2020 and how 

they will affect small business owners; representatives of ZUS (Polish equivalent of the 

Social Security Office) who talked about rules and regulations governing retirement in 

Poland and many more experts in various fields to keep the Polish-language viewers well 

informed and up to date with vital information. The interviews purpose is to keep people 

informed and advised of the most recent changes in this particular area of knowledge.

 Promotes free health education seminars organized by the Advocate HealthCare/the 

Lutheran General Hospital for Polish-speaking Illinois residents (usually monthly) and 

Breast Forum organized by the Amber Coalition the Polish American Breast Cancer 

Awareness Program annually in November 

 Informs the Polish-speaking community of educational opportunities such as ESL 

classes, specific MS Office related courses, college and vocational courses and training, 

financial aid opportunities, etc.  The station hosts the representatives of the Polish 

American Association regularly to present its roaster of courses offered free of charge to 

the members of the Polish community by this organization, even when the offer is limited 

due to budget cuts and lack of federal founding.  In cooperation with the Illinois Student 



Assistant Commission (ISAC) the station educates parents and potential students on 

ways to finance college education and provides resources for changing their lives.  

 Informs the Polish American public of various community events including: Polish 

American Heritage Award Night & Banquet, Scholarship Presentation at the St. 

Ferdinand Church, Paderewski Night at the Polish Museum of America, Highlander 

Tradition Day at the Polish Museum of America, Polish Film Festival in America, All Souls 

Annual Jazz Festival, Annual XXVII Highlander Music Festival, Traditional Polish Xmas 

Ornaments Workshop, 20th Annual Xmas Eve Dinner (Traditional Polish Wigilia) for 

Homeless and Elderly. 

 Promotes and provides coverage for various community sport events, including “Sport 

Day” of the Tatra Mountain Cultural Foundation, Polish American Golf Association 2019 

tour events, Polish American Chamber of Commerce Annual Charity Golf Tournament 

and many more.

WNVR 1030AM WRDZ 1300 AM and 104.7 FM 107.1 FM considers supporting Polish American 

charitable organizations as one of the most important missions and has been supporting various 

national, international and local charity organizations and charitable endeavors from the very 

beginning of its existence.  In the 4th Quarter of 2018 the Station was actively supporting the 

following charities and charitable events by providing the organizations airtime to promote their 

events, reporting live and airing the segments filled with interviews/comments on the spot after 

the event for the Polish-speaking public:

 Polish American Congress–Illinois Division and its Annual Polish Heritage Awards, which 

recognizes achievement by Polish Americans in various categories, such as charity work, 

business, art, politics, community service 

 The Polish Museum of America and its Paderewski Night celebrating the 101st 

Anniversary of Poland’s Regaining Independence 

 The Tatra Mountain Cultural Foundation and its Annual Highlander Day held at the Polish 

Museum of American which celebrates the traditional culture of the Polish Highlanders, 

with traditional skills workshops for children such as weaving, metal working, wood 

working, cooking, decorating, folk story-telling, traditional Highlander dialect lessons, etc.

 Szlachetna Paczka USA (NOBLE GIFT USA) – an annual event organized by the Spring 

Foundation, a charitable program in which needy and deserving Polish American families 

are given a “Noble Gift” – usually the entire “wish list” of the most urgent needs compiled 

by organization’s dedicated volunteers, containing everything from furniture and 

appliances, clothes and shoes, toys and books to food and cleaning supplies.  The “wish 

lists” are put on the organization’s website and the families are chosen by the gift givers 

(usually a group of people in the Polish American community, such as coworkers, groups 

of friends, church groups, etc.) and once the items from the “wish lists” are collected, 

everything is wrapped and tagged for the particular family and delivered to the NOBLE 



GIFT USA warehouse, from which everything is delivered by volunteers to each family, 

making their Christmas each year.  This year over 60 families were given a NOBLE GIFT 

and the organization hopes to break the 100 next year. 

 WOSP Chicago – “The Grand Orchestra of Christmas Charity” is the direct translation of 

the name of the Polish Charity (from Poland) which for the last 27 years have been 

collecting donation on 2nd Sunday in January for a very specific cause each year and in 

2020 it will be for latest in medical equipment for children hospitals in Poland.  Chicago 

chapter of the organization is run entirely by volunteers who work on this whole day event 

at the Copernicus Center, filled with music and theater performances for adults and 

children, crafts and story time for little ones, live auction for adults, food and games for 

all.  

 20st Annual Christmas Eve Dinner (Traditional Polish Wigilia) for the Homeless and 

Elderly organized by POLVISION in cooperation with Polskie Radio WNVR 

1030AM/104.7FM WRDZ 1300AM/107.1FM  and St. Hyacinth Basilica in Chicago’s 

Avondale neighborhood which brings together elderly and homeless of the Polish 

American community to celebrate Christmas, providing them with traditional Polish 

Christmas Eve meal and performance by various Polish American entertainment groups 

– including orchestras, soloists, choirs, etc. singing together traditional Polish Christmas 

songs and keeping the tradition alive.

As part of its mission, WNVR 1030AM WRDZ 1300 AM and 104.7 FM 107.1 FM lends support to 

various Polish American organizations (non-profits, business organizations, community 

organizations, etc.) by providing them with a platform to raise public awareness of their mission, 

to share their expertise on issues important to the Polish American community in Chicago, to help 

in raising funds for their work.  One of the most important Polish American organizations 

supported by the Station is the Polish American Association (PAA), a social services organization 

which has been serving the Polish American community in Chicago since 1928 by providing 

resources for changing lives, providing assistance to the Polish immigrants in adjusting to their 

new life in US, including assistance in applying for social programs (city, state and federal), 

education (ESL classes, GED classes, specific computer program training, CNA classes, literacy 

classes), immigration advice (citizenship classes, help with translation and filling applications), 

unemployment and public assistance services, domestic violence counseling, substance abuse 

counseling and much more.  Due to federal budget cut backs, the organization has to relay more 

on public donations and the station helps raise public awareness of the situation and assists the 

PAA with their fundraising efforts. The PAA representatives have a standing invitation to the 

Station and are regulars on Tuesday afternoons in the most popular programming segment 

“What’s Up” Idalia Blaszczyk show.  Among other Polish American organizations frequently 

featured on-air are Polish American Chamber of Commerce, Polish American Contractors and 

Builder Association, Society of Polish American Travel Agents, Polish American Congress – 



Illinois Division, Polish National Alliance, The Alliance of Polish Clubs, Zwiazek Podhalan w 

Ameryce Polnocnej, Gift from the Heart Foundation, The Spring Foundation, The Dom Dziecka 

Foundation, The Eagles Club (Polish American Soccer Club), Polish Consulate General in 

Chicago, The Polish American Medical Society, The Polish American Engineers Association, The 

Society for Arts, Polish Teachers Association in America, The Kosciuszko Foundation, The Polish 

Arts Club, Polish American Fencing Club and many more.  

As part of its mission WNVR 1030 AM WRDZ 1300 AM and 104.7 FM 107.1 FM puts much effort 

into providing its listenership with up-to-the-minute news and information.  To this end, the Station 

airs an hourly news update on the top of the hour (up to 10 minutes) from 6am to 6pm Monday 

through Friday and 9 am to 3pm on Saturday and Sunday.  However the jewel in the crown of the 

news department is the hour-long news cast produced every day Monday through Friday – in fact 

WNVR 1030AM WRDZ 1300 AM and 104.7 FM 107.1 FM remains the only Polish-language 

station in Chicago with such program offered to its listeners.  The program (RAI – Power News) 

covers local, national and international breaking news, the most important Polish news of the day 

and interviews with politicians on both sides of the ocean in regards to what’s happening in the 

world.  In addition, the program features expert commentary in areas of economy, politics and 

culture as well as a solid sport news section, with interviews with coaches and athletes as well.  

To provide the Polish-speaking public with more detailed information and expert point of view on 

what’s happening in the world, the Station airs regular political segments in its programming, 

including:

 Mondays at 11:30am – interview and Q&A for the listeners with Ms. Elzbieta 

Baumgartner, a tax and Social Security expert, author of multiple publications in this field 

and expert when it comes to Polish laws as well.

 Tuesdays at 11:20am – interview with prof. Jerzy Bekker hosted by Idalia Blaszczyk in 

her popular “What’s Up?” program.  Prof. Bekker is the Polish guru of the political 

commentary, who lived in the US for a number of years which gives him unique 

perspective and makes his commentary one of the most popular in the programming. 

 Wednesdays at 7:15pm – interviews with local community activists, politicians, aldermen 

and other city and state officials conducted by Malgorzata Ptaszynska in her “A Very 

Good Evening” segment.

Doing its part in building public awareness to important issues, WNVR 1030 AM WRDZ 1300 AM 

and 104.7 FM 107.1 FM continues to air Public Service Announcements in the following 

categories:

 Health – PSA announcing free medical seminars, free medical exams and tests, free 

health clinic locations, Social Security Administration seminars, Medicare and Medicaid 

news

 Finance – PSA announcing free investing seminars, free tax info seminars



 Crime – PSA regarding child abuse, substance abuse, drunk driving

 Military Service – PSA regarding military service and opportunities it provides in the long 

run

 Environment – PSA concerning recycling, saving energy and so on

 Law – PSA concerning equal housing laws, labor laws, civic rights and so on

 Community life – PSA announcing free programs, classes and seminars in Polish for the 

Polish American community in Chicago, Polish American cultural events, public free 

events of interest to the Polish American community (music, free museum days, free 

coffee days, free cookie days in Polish bakeries, etc.) and various religious events 

(pilgrimage to Munster Indiana, religious music concerts, etc.)

Most Public Service Announcements come from the Ad Council (in English) and other PSAs are 

produced locally by various Polish American organizations and non-profits, as well as companies 

which aim to benefit and contribute to the Polish American community development and well-

being.  

4th Quarter programming was as follows:

Monday

 6am – 11am PORANNY EXPRESS – „Morning Express”
Hosted by Katarzyna Popko and Jakub Barwinski featuring hourly news 

cast, sport info, commentary, expert interviews and the latest in ifestyle, 

pop-culture, health, education

Including:

-6:30am – HOROSKOP – “Daily Horoscope”

 11am – 12pm PRZED POŁUDNIEM – „Before the noon”
Hosted by Piotr Orlowski. First part of one of the longest running shows 

in our programming, with unique point of view weights in current political, 

social, economic issues, aided by experts provides cultural, educational 

and linguistic advice, as well as talks about scientific discoveries, 

innovations and curiosities

-11:30am - Elzbieta Baumgartner’s Guide – weekly tax specialist 

recommendations and advices

 11am – 12pm DOBRA POŁOWA DNIA – „Good Part of the Day”
Hosted by Piotr Orlowski. Second part of one of the longest running 

shows in our programming, with unique point of view weights in current 



political, social, economic issues, aided by experts provides cultural, 

educational and linguistic advice, as well as talks about scientific 

discoveries, innovations and curiosities.

2:20pm – language recommendations by Blaze Kruppik – translator, 

educator, professor of English at several colleges

 12pm – 1pm RAI Radiowa Audycja Informacyjna - “Power News”
An hour long news program containing international, national, local news 

as well as sports and weather prepared and read by the newsroom crew: 

Iza Grzebieta-Ocean, Paweł Nawrocki, Joanna Trzos, Leszek Zuwalski. 

The show features also interviews and commentary on current hot button 

issues – in Poland, US and the world at large

 3pm – 6pm POPOŁUDNIÓWKA – „Afternoon Show”
Hosted by Daniel Bociaga and guests, the show features hourly news 

updates in addition to entertainment news and anecdotes presented by 

the host as well as on-air contests and giveaways and listener call-ins, 

allowing the listeners to express their opinion and raise concerns.

 6pm – 7pm Evening RAI - Radiowa Audycja Informacyjna - “Power News”
An hour long news program containing international, national, local news 

as well as sports and weather prepared by the newsroom crew: Iza 

Grzebieta-Ocean, Paweł Nawrocki, Leszek Zuwalski. The show features 

also interviews and commentary on current hot button issues – in 

Poland, US and the world at large

 7pm – 9pm ŚWIAT OCZAMI BAB - “World by the Women’s Eyes”
Hosted by Agnieszka Wroclawska – two hour show on social, health, 

education and psychology.

 9pm – 6am RADIO PO GODZINACH - “Afterhours”
“The Best of”type of programming, featuring the most interesting 

interviews from the day, hot commentaries, funny lines from the shows, 

most interesting facts and music

9pm Audiobook (in Polish)

Tuesday

 6am – 11am PORANNY EXPRESS – „Morning Express”

 11am – 12pm PRZED POŁUDNIEM – „Before the noon”



-11:20pm – Prof. Jerzy Bekker shares his take on the hot button issues 

with listeners – straight from Poland

 12pm – 1pm RAI - Radiowa Audycja Informacyjna - “Power News”

 1pm – 3pm DOBRA POŁOWA DNIA – „Good Part of the Day”
Including:

1:20pm – Weekly Interviews with Polish American Association’s 

representatives on issues such as education, immigration, domestic 

violence, suicide prevention, substance abuse, senior care and many 

more.

 3pm – 6pm POPOŁUDNIÓWKA – „Afternoon Show”

 6pm – 7pm RAI Radiowa Audycja Informacyjna - “Power News”

 7pm – 9pm STUDIO SOHO
Hosted by Jolanta Kaczmarska-Waltos. The show features lifestyle 

stories, interview of interesting people from the Polish American 

community as well as Polish politics and scientists. 

 9pm – 6am RADIO PO GODZINACH - “Afterhours”
9pm Audiobook (in Polish)

Wednesday

 6am – 11am PORANNY EXPRESS – „ Morning Express”

 11am – 12pm PRZED POŁUDNIEM – „Before the noon”
-11:20am - Elzbieta Mierzynska Opowiada “Elzbieta Mierzynska talks 

about…” – a weekly commentary on current cultural events in Poland as 

well as Polish traditions, customs and places worth visiting

 12pm – 1pm RAI - Radiowa Audycja Informacyjna - “Power News”

 1pm – 3pm DOBRA POŁOWA DNIA – „Good Part of the Day”
2:20pm – language recommendations by Blaze Kruppik – translator, 

educator, professor of English at several colleges

 3pm – 6pm POPOŁUDNIÓWKA – „Afternoon Show”

 6pm – 7pm RAI Radiowa Audycja Informacyjna - “Power News”



 7pm – 9pm BARDZO DOBRY WIECZÓR – “A Very Good Evening”
Hosted by Malgorzata Ptaszynska, features in studio live interviews with 

local community activists, aldermen and other local, city and state 

political figures as well as distinguished Polish Americans deserving 

recognition, such as university professors, scientists, artists, teachers, 

authors, actors, sport figures and many more

 9pm – 6am RADIO PO GODZINACH – “Afterhours”
9pm Audiobook (in Polish)

Thursday

 6am – 11am PORANNY EXPRESS – „ Morning Express”

 11am – 12pm PRZED POŁUDNIEM – „Before the noon”
11:20am – “What to Read” a weekly guide to new and worthy books, 

published in Polish (by Polish and international authors), reviews and 

interviews with well-known Polish authors

 12pm – 1pm RAI - Radiowa Audycja Informacyjna - “Power News”

 1pm – 3pm DOBRA POŁOWA DNIA – „Good Part of the Day”

 3pm – 6pm POPOŁUDNIÓWKA – „Afternoon Show”
6:30pm – “At the movies” – a weekly review of new and upcoming 

releases, industry news on both sides of the ocean, reports from 

festivals, screenings and industry happenings by the resident film critic, 

Zbigniew Banas

 6pm – 7pm RAI Radiowa Audycja Informacyjna - “Power News”

 7pm – 9pm STUDIO SOHO
Hosted by Jolanta Kaczmarska-Waltos

 9pm – 6am RADIO PO GODZINACH – “Afterhours”
9PM Audiobook (in Polish)

Friday

 6am – 11am PORANNY EXPRESS – „ Morning Express”



 11am – 12pm PRZED POŁUDNIEM – „Before the noon”
-11:20pm – Jerzy Bekker shares his take on the hot button issues with 

listeners – straight from Poland

 12pm – 1pm RAI - Radiowa Audycja Informacyjna - “Power News”

 1pm – 3pm DOBRA POŁOWA DNIA – „Good Part of the Day”
-1:10am “Auto Show” with resident auto expert and enthusiast Wojciech 

Wielich dishes advice, talks with listeners and delivers the latest news 

from the automotive industry

 3pm – 6pm POPOŁUDNIÓWKA – „Afternoon Show”

 6pm – 7pm RAI Radiowa Audycja Informacyjna - “Power News”

 7pm – 9pm MUZYCZNY RENTGEN – “Music X-Ray”
Hosted by Jakub Barwinski – show on history of different music periods 

and musicians.

 9pm – 8am RADIO PO GODZINACH – “Afterhours”
9pm Audiobook (in Polish)

Saturday

 8am – 9am MIĘDZY NAMI DZIECIAKAMI – “Between Us Kids”
Hosted by Krzysztof Arsenowicz and featuring young Polish American 

guests in-studio and (via Skype) Polish-speaking kids from around the 

world, talking about their issues, sharing experiences, sharing their 

accomplishments with the audience

 9am – 3pm WSPÓLNA SOBOTA – “Saturday Together” 
Hosted by Krzysztof Arsenowicz and featuring hourly news updates, the 

show addresses current political and social events as well as any Polish 

American happenings, as well as golden oldies – the songs from another 

world – old Polish hits from 50s, 60s and 70s

-10:30am “Your Pocket” – financial advice segment with Zbigniew Karas, 

expert in finance, taxes and wealth management 

 3pm – 5pm AMERYKA BEZ ROZOWYCH OKULAROW  – “America Without
Rose Colored Glasses” 
Hosted by Marek Rzepkowski, well known for his steadfast conservative 

views, featuring his take on local and national politics and economic 

developments, with interviews, commentaries and listener call-ins

 5pm – 9pm STUDIO SOHO



 9pm – 6am RADIO PO GODZINACH – “Afterhours”
9PM Audiobook (in Polish)

Sunday

 8am-9am TRANSMISJA MSZY ŚW. – „ Sunday Mass”
Catholic Mass streaming live from the Our Lady Mother of the Church 

Polish Mission in Willow Springs

 9am - 3pm LENIWA NIEDZIELA – “Lazy Sunday”
Hosted by Krzysztof Arsenowicz and Jakub Barwinski. Featuring hourly 

news updates, the show addresses current political and social events as 

well as any Polish American happenings, as well as golden oldies – the 

songs from another world – old Polish hits from 50s, 60s and 70s

-12:30pm-1:30pm – “Hour with Highlanders” show produced in 

cooperation with the  Polish Highlanders Alliance of North America, 

featuring traditional music and poetry in the original dialect of the region 

and talking about tradition of the region and how it is reflected in clothes, 

recipes, architecture and customs

 3pm – 5 pm LABORATORIUM DOBRYCH ŻYCZEŃ - „Good Wishes Laboratory”

Hosted by Jakub Barwinski and Bozena Hutnicka with listener call-ins to 

request songs and relay good wishes to their friends and loved ones

 5pm – 7pm SCIEŻKI ŻYCIA  - “Paths of Life”

Hosted by Agnieszka Topolska and Radoslaw Karczmarczyk, the show 

features life stories of interesting people from the Polish American 

community, sharing their experiences and challenges and ways in which 

they overcame them, often with listeners Q&A (depending on the guest)

 7pm – 9pm BEZ LIMITÓW – “Without Limits”

Hosted by life coach Andrzej Cichocki who advices on different problems 

and talks with listeners on the latest news

 9pm – 6am RADIO PO GODZINACH – “Afterhours”
9pm Audiobook (in Polish) 


